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2011 Top Semiconductor Equipment Suppliers
ASML takes number one ranking

Santa Clara, CA – March 13, 2012:
Equipment suppliers ranking today.

VLSIresearch released its 2011 Top Semiconductor

The ranking changes in 2011 were produced by large

acquisitions and strong spending in lithography tools. During the year, Advantest closed the
Verigy acquisition in July and Applied Materials acquired Varian Semiconductor in November.
Despite the acquisitions, lithography spending overwhelmed these activities and ASML became
the largest equipment supplier.
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Overall, the Top 15 equipment suppliers grew 13% in 2011.

The lithography equipment

suppliers, ASML and Nikon, grew 27% combined, more than twice the industry growth rate.
Japanese equipment suppliers also recorded higher than average growth rates. Advantest led
growth of the Japanese suppliers by recording 28% sales increase in 2011. Verigy acquisition
and SOC test equipment sales in North America contributed to Advantest’s performance.

Equipment spending was driven by aggressive capacity expansion in the foundry and logic
sectors, mostly the result of increasing demand for mobile devices.

Capacity expansions in

memory sector were limited as strong pricing pressure reduced profitability for memory suppliers
and their ability to expand.
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